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DETROIT and all of Southeastern Michigan is a hub of CREATIVITY

ART is in our DNA…
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But ART is disappearing from our schools.
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The need for Art Road

LIFE WITHOUT ART CLASS WOULD BE GREY
There is a creativity crisis across the United States. Across the country more and more schools are
eliminating art class in K-12 education.
Numbers provided by the Detroit Public Schools Community District show that of 81 schools
serving general education students, 55 had no art teachers—Detroit Free Press, July 10, 2017
Art Road gets calls from across the country and from teachers in Southeastern Michigan that hear
of our exceptional art program and wish for us to bring our art program to their school.
Budget cuts have ignored the fact that students with art education classes have better test scores.
Children that participate in arts programs have also shown an increased love of learning, a higher
graduation rate, and develop a greater ability to be prepared for the workplace of tomorrow.
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Art Road’s Mission: Bringing Art Class Back Into Schools

Art Road’s Vision:
That children throughout Southeastern Michigan have access to art instruction.

Art Road’s Guiding Principles:
Artistic Excellence, Personal Expression and Engaged
“Every child is an artist…the problem is how to remain an
artist once we grow up”
Pablo Picasso

“Arts participation – in school or in the workplace –
strengthens our ‘creativity muscles,’ which builds our
creativity – the fuel that drives innovation.”
Americans for the Arts
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What we do
Sparking The Minds of Our Next Generation of Creative Thinkers
Art Road provides the best art instructors and art projects at a very sophisticated
level. Including exceptional art materials, passionate volunteers and brilliant
guest artists in various art professions. Art program coordination all school year
long to schools that lack art in their curriculum. We have established and
dedicated art rooms at Thomas Edison Elementary School, Charles Wright
Academy of Arts & Science and Charles L. Spain Elementary & Middle School and
our goal is to grow to additional Title One Schools that lack art in their
curriculum.
Kimberly Holback, an exceptional fine artist was our art instructor at Charles
Wright Academy of Arts & Science on Mondays and Wednesdays throughout the
school year from 8am -3pm. Kimberly instructed 479 students this year.
Kimberly has been an art instructor with Art Road since May 2012. Kimberly will
be returning to Charles Wright for the 2017-2018 school year.

Chen Hou, Cranbrook Academy of Art Graduate and gifted artist was our art
instructor at Spain Elementary and Middle School on Tuesdays and Thursdays
and at Thomas Edison Elementary School on Fridays from 8:30am-3:30 pm
throughout the school year. Chen instructed 709 students this year.
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Who we serve
Since 2004, Art Road has served over 10,000 students with visual art instruction in schools that lack art in
their curriculum. Students are budding artists that deserve the richness of Art Road’s Art Program.
Art Road student population: 98% African American 2% Hispanic/Latino/White
2016-2017 School Year Art Road brought art class back into the following schools:
Thomas Edison Elementary School:
343 students kindergarten through fifth grade including special needs students.

Charles Wright Academy of Arts & Science:
479 students kindergarten through fifth grade including special needs students.

Charles L. Spain Elementary & Middle School:
366 students kindergarten through eighth grade including special needs students.
NOTE:
All three schools are Title I Public Schools in Detroit that lack art in their curriculum. Title I school, at least 40% of school
students must be from low-income families who qualify under the United States Census’s definition of low-income, according
to the U.S. Department of Education.
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Why is Art Road worthy of investment

“These beautiful pieces of art in this building create a certain dynamic for employees. They’re thought provoking … they help
us look beyond the obvious.”
Peter Zieringer, President and Chief Executive Officer , Mercedes-Benz Financial Services

“We support organizations like Art Road because we feel that art education is an integral part of a well-rounded education
curriculum and is critical to developing the creators and innovators of the future, while Mercedes-Benz Financial Services has
supported art education for quite some time, we are pleased to see the renewed interest in art as a vital aspect of a child’s
development and hope that this will help organizations like Art Road continue to grow.”
Greg Ruvolo, Manager, Community Relations and Online Communications, Mercedes-Benz Financial Services

“We chose this organization because as artists we are passionate about our art and believe all children need an artistic outlet
through art programs which enhances a child’s educational experience. It pains most artists to see art programs disappear
from our schools. We want to see art classes back in public schools not just in Detroit but statewide. Our goal is to make that
a reality. We strive to create a space where artists can use their talents to help reach that goal.”
Allison Key, Director & Co-Founder, The Michigan Glass Project
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Art Road Growth
Expanded Art Program:
Art Road grew our art program to the middle school students at Spain Elementary and Middle School. The generous
donation in December 2016, from The Michigan Glass Project, allowed us to not only provide art class to the elementary
school students, but to expand to include the middle school students as well for the second semester. Our goal in 2018 is
to expand to an additional school.

Increased Funding:
Art Road increased our funding by 20.7%. This increase allowed us to expand our art program to serve all the students in all
three of our schools.

Local and National Awareness: Media/Print/Radio Highlights
Art Road segment on “Detroit Performs”, Detroit Public Television (re-aired four times), Channel 4 at Spain for the $80,000
donation from The Michigan Glass Project, Metro Detroit Chevy Dealers/Art Road video, Click on Detroit: Art Road Fish
Sculptures at the Detroit Zoo, Informal Learning Review issue #140: Art Road Fish Sculptures at the Denver Zoo, Art Road
mentioned in Crain’s, Art Road/The Michigan Glass Project Main Event: Michigan Public Radio, WWJ Newsradio 950 am,
WJR NewsTalk 760 am and The Detroit Free Press
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IMPACT: What the Principals are saying about Art Road
“All of our students may not achieve at the level that we may want them to academically, but art gives them another way to
express themselves, it gives them another sense of motivation to come to school, to come in and show their talents and for
them to feel successful . And so that’s why art and Art Road has been just a significant component to every day at Edison
Elementary…Art has definitely been a monumental tool as far as our kids on a social platform, the students are able to not
only express themselves, but also share their ideas, their feelings, and it creates a sense of togetherness because students
who may not get along, they see some commonalities with another student just based on their art projects.”
Marcus Davenport, Principal Thomas Edison Elementary School

“Art Road has made a tremendous impact on the students at Charles Wright Academy. It supports the many creative and
artistic students we have, who don't get any opportunity to create and show their artistic talents other than the classes with
Art Road and all the ways and places they display our students Art work. The students enjoy going and all the fun and exciting
projects that Art Road has them working on. The students, Charles Wright Staff, and Art Road staff have built long lasting
relationships. Art Road truly cares about educating children from an artistic standpoint, and making a difference in their lives.
We are grateful and fortunate to have Art Road as apart of our team. We look forward to them servicing our students in the
Fall 2017. Thank you so much for your continued support at our school.”
Chavela Murphy, Academic Engagement Administrator, Charles Wright Academy of Arts & Science
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IMPACT: What the Students are saying about Art Road
“ART IS LIFE”

Kendall, Edison Elementary

“Being an Artist is my Life”

Kayla, Edison Elementary

“I like all the art projects because their very creative. They even made me use my mind”
Jamie, Edison Elementary

“I want to have art class every day because it is so cool and it just makes me feel good”
Mykel, 5th grade student from Edison Elementary on “Detroit Performs” May 17, 2016

“Art makes me grateful because other students don’t get to come”
Zariya, age 9, Charles Wright

“If I did not have art class I would want to punch the walls!”

Kyyah, age 11, Charles Wright

“Art class for me equals Meaningful Minds” Sharel, age 10 Charles Wright
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IMPACT: What the Teachers are saying about Art Road

“Thanks for giving kids a chance to express themselves creatively. The arts are a fabric of our vast cultural
diversity. Hopefully some of these kids will leave behind a lasting legacy! We appreciate you!”
Jason Stewart, 4th Grade teacher at Edison Elementary

“It is awesome to have the collaboration of the artist working with our students.
It allows our students to express themselves and feel valued.”
Ms. Ballard, 3rd Grade teacher at Charles Wright Academy of Arts & Science

“Art helps bridge a connection between the concepts-of-print for kindergarteners, they learn, that if the words
carry the meaning, then illustrations can supply the visuals towards a better understanding about what’s
being read or written…They are allowed to be creative and it’s a confidence builder, and they are proud of
what they do and like what they do. They enjoy it!”
Ms. Smith, Kindergarten teacher at Edison Elementary
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IMPACT: RESULTS
IMPACT:
RESULTS
Students:
90% Art class makes
me want to come to school.

Principals:

100% Art Road Art Program exceeds the
State of Michigan’s Art Education
Guidelines for Visual Arts.

97% Our school should continue to have

Teachers:

art class.

86% The Art Road Art Program has had a positive effect on
behavioral issues.

79% I can use art in my other classes, like
reading math and science.

82% Increased critical thinking skills as reflected in their
writing, class discussion, and the artistic choices made
throughout their project work.

84%

Art class helps me express myself and
what I am learning.

92%

I learn about famous artists in art
class.

92% Built the students capacity in arts making skills and
techniques from project to project, and
year to year.

88% Increased their students communication
skills and ability to work cooperatively with
others through their art form.

Data based on: 3 Principals, 41 Teachers, 998 Students from Edison Elementary, Spain
Elementary, and the Charles Wright Academy of Arts & Science-June 2015
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Student Art Projects
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Art Road’s Great Lakes Recycled Fish Sculptures

The five recycled fish sculptures were created in the fall of 2016 with recycled materials and also
with found objects from the shorelines of the Great Lakes, donated by the Alliance for the Great
Lakes. 150 elementary school students from the Charles Wright Academy of Arts & Science along
with lead designer and builder Todd Patrick, 25 volunteers from The Michigan Glass Project,
Juicebox Studio, Kensington Woods High School, Jessica Hustoles, Bill Winkler and John Dilworth
assembled the sculptures with the Art Road Art program in Detroit, Michigan. We educated our
art students about the Great Lakes, trash pollution in our lakes and about ways to pick up trash in
their own school and neighborhood.
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Art Road made a National Splash at the Denver Zoo
The Denver Zoo hosted Washed Ashore: To Save the Sea exhibition and invited Art Road to
exhibit our Great Lakes Recycled Fish Sculptures from mid November through January 17, 2017.
We are grateful to Brad Parks, Senior Director of Guest Experience, at the Denver Zoo for including us in their
exhibition. Also, to FedEx for shipping our recycled fish to Denver and back, and to MRA experiential tours and
equipment for building the shipping crates.
“We heard a lot of positive feedback from our visitors and staff about Art Road’s Fish. They spent a lot of time
looking at all the objects found in waterways that were part of the sculptures…they take that home and decide to
make a change in their own life.”
Meryt, Denver Zoo Keeper, River Otter Exhibit
“Kids should have art because not only is it fun to do, it also let’s kids be creative and lets them be themselves.”
Aidan, age 13 Denver Zoo Volunteer
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Art Road-Detroit Zoo Events

GreenFest at the Detroit Zoo, April 22, 2017

Sunset at the Detroit Zoo, June 16, 2017
“As stewards of the environment, we hope to inform visitors about sustainability in an impactful yet engaging way,” said Ron Kagan,
Executive Director and CEO of the Detroit Zoological Society (DZS). “This exhibit encourages the community to join us on our Green
Journey to help keep plastic out of our Great Lakes.”

The Great Lakes Recycled Fish Sculptures were on exhibition at the Detroit Zoo from
April 22—July 9, 2017
Thank you to our Sponsors:
CHAMPION OF THE GREAT LAKES: REID FAMILY FOUNDATION
Beachcomber: The Wayne County Sheriff Youth and Senior Education Fund
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Student Field Trip to see their fish at the Detroit Zoo
On June 7, 2017 Art Road was able to have 72 of the students from Charles Wright Academy
of Arts & Science, that created our Great Lakes Recycled Fish Sculptures take a field trip to
the Detroit Zoo to see their Fish Sculptures on display. We also had 22 plus Teachers and
chaperones in attendance and the Detroit Zoo provided 10 Docents to give private guided
tours to our students and answer questions they had about the Zoo and the animals.
M-1 STUDIOS graciously donated their time and talents to capturing our students reaction to
seeing their sculptures on video. They also interviewed Detroit Zoo Staff and Art Road Staff
to get footage to create promotional videos for Art Road.
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The Michigan Glass Project Main Event to benefit Art Road

Art Road was the beneficiary for the third year in a row of The Michigan Glass Project’s Main event, an art and
music festival that was held July 21-23, 2017 at the Russell Industrial Center in Detroit. Last years event raised
$80,000 for Art Road.
“Our goal is to donate at least $100,000 this year, and we believe it’s going to happen. That means the addition
of one more school to Art Road’s roster and additional funding for all the others…The artists that come out and
work are truly remarkable. They all really give it everything they’ve got. I don’t know what it is, maybe part
Detroit hustle mentality, part this amazing industry of workhorses, and part their connection to the cause, but
I’ve never seen so many people in one room working so hard for three days straight. The energy everyone puts
out carries everyone else in the room throughout the entire event.”
Allison Key, Co-Founder, The Michigan Glass Project
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The Michigan Glass Project Main Event
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The Michigan Glass Project Main Event
Glassblowing artists: In their own words

“Also a big wave of gratitude to the founder of Art Road, Carol Hofgartner, for providing the spark that ignites this entire project. Not only does
this organization and our support of it enable hundreds of children to gain access to art education, it has also become a major venue that allows
those of us who love, make, and/or collect glass to get Together and share and grow”…”I know for me, a spaced out ADD kid with an overly
active mind, growing up just trying to sit still long enough not to get in trouble, art class was the ONLY class that mattered. And I think for many
kids, it’s the only class in school where they are truly honored for their uniqueness…where would anybody be if we didn’t hear “Good job, that’s
beautiful” enough growing up in school? Art Class and a sweet art teacher give that Opportunity to kids everyday. We need kids to feel more
awesome about themselves.”
BANJO
“Upon agreeing to attend and participate as a contributing artist for The Michigan Glass Project, I reviewed the cause we were set to support, Art
Road, and I approved wholeheartedly at face value. However once I arrived in Detroit and saw with my own eyes what the truth of the city was
and began to contemplate the true meaning and Context of art in my own life, I felt a profound deepening of my connection and determination in
regard to the project. You see my story includes art as a central role providing income, sanity, therapy, social connection, catharsis, spirituality,
and entertainment, but even more important, art saved me…I felt the lightning of creativity surge in Me and my heart was full with the
realization of what our collective effort could mean. I poured these thoughts and feelings into my parts of this special piece as best I could with
my entire being.”
SALT
“The meaning behind this piece is worth more than money. It symbolizes the power one community can make. The sale of this piece and the art
work make during the Project will be donated to The Michigan Glass Project to benefit Art Road. The money raised will enable an entire
elementary and middle school to enjoy art classes again. Restore Art Education! There is a mission behind this piece and only good will come of it
because Our intensions are pure. May the power of this work create ripples in our lives and promote positive change.”
Cha Cha Chainz
The glass art shown here, titled Spectral Crystal Devi, was created by 10 glassblowers during the three day event and was auctioned off for a mind
blowing $75,000. The Glassblowers are: Banjo, Salt, Cha Cha Chainz, Phil Siegel, Zach Wiese and Katie Lancaster of Northern Waters Glass, Brandon
Martin, Original Gongster, Big Z, and Frompy.
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Art Glass Made at The Michigan Glass Project Main Event
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Art Road Art Cube at The Michigan Glass Project Main Event
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College Hunks Hauling Junk & Moving
8th Annual Tigers Opening Day Tailgate & Art Supply Drive
April 7, 2017 was nice and sunny and the Tiger’s won! At our 8th Annual Tiger’s Opening Day Tailgate & Art
Supply Drive, College Hunks and friends raised $990 and collected 4 contractor bags full of art supplies for our
schools. We are so grateful to Dan, Pat, and everyone at College Hunks Hauling Junk & Moving for giving the
gift of art to our students. Special thanks to our Food & Beverage Sponsors-Great Baraboo, LKL Packing Inc.,
Soggy Bottom Bar, and Hoffman’s Chop Shop!
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Mercedes-Benz Financial Services Fall Festival
September 24, 2016
Over 400 pumpkins were painted by the Mercedes-Benz Financial Services employees and their families.
We had entire families working together to create their pumpkins. Art Road’s team lead the pumpkin
painting and we look forward to being a part of this wonderful Fall Festival again next year.
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Mercedes-Benz Financial Services Volunteer Day

DETROIT IS…..at Edison Elementary School
On February 24, 2017, 150 elementary school students from Edison Elementary School in Detroit along with our
Mercedes-Benz Financial Services volunteers gathered in the art room to engage in conversation and the
making of the “Detroit Is” Mural. Working side by side, the young artists and volunteers learned from each
other and shared ideas of what Detroit means to them such as: “DETROIT IS DETROIT”, “Detroit is my life and
love and everything else”
Thank you to our Volunteers:

Art Road’s Platinum Partner, Mercedes-Benz Financial Services:
Greg Ruvolo, Leila Matta, Jennifer Korman, Ashley White and Lindsay Budny
MINT Artists: Vickie Elmer, founder and artists -Alyssa and Damon
Wayne State University Students: Taylor Pine and Matthew Braun
Cranbrook Academy of Art Graduate Student: Brandon Bullard
Edison Elementary School Alumna: Maureen Cameron
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4th Grade Field Trip to Mercedes-Benz Financial Services

“MY DETROIT” PHOTOGRAPHY
Through the Eyes of Young Detroit Artists
Cameras in hand, Mr. Stewart’s Fourth Grade Students from Edison Elementary School photographed their
home lives, neighborhoods, school and important moments in time. The students learned the art of
photography by Xiachen Huo (Chen), Art Road’s teaching artist and graduate of the Cranbrook Academy of Art
and over the course of two weeks captured the essence of their lives. Each student worked with Chen
individually to select their favorite photograph and to write in their own words the meaning of the photograph
such as Treasure’s photo she titled: My Family Dinner.
On May 31, 2017, Mr. Stewart’s Fourth Grade Students took a filed trip to Mercedes-Benz Financial Services, to
see their very own photography displayed amongst Mercedes-Benz Financial Services’ permanent art
collection.
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4th Grade Field Trip to Mercedes-Benz Financial Services
May 31, 2017
This year Mr. Stewart’s 4th Grade class was selected to go on the yearly field trip to Mercedes-Benz Financial
Services. The students excitedly exited the bus and were ready to see their vey own art on exhibition at
Mercedes-Benz Financial Services. First they saw their “Detroit Is” art canvas outside the executive boardroom
on the fourth floor along with Mercedes-Benz Financial Services volunteers that helped make the “Detroit Is” art
canvas in the art room at Edison Elementary School. An art video on Monet was shown in the boardroom and
the students did drawings based on the video. Next the students’ eye grew wide and shy smiles emerged as
they saw their individual photography displayed, titled “My Detroit”. The students were also presented with
personal recognition certificates and had a fantastic lunch.
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Lear Corporation Young Professionals Day
August 8th 2016
18 Lear Corporation Interns generously helped prepare art materials at Charles Wright Academy of Arts &
Science for the 2016-2017 school year. The Interns prepared materials for multiple art projects such as
cutting up leather donated by Lear for our students to create leather sketchbooks, cardboard for students
to create personal easels to use in art class. The Interns also helped assemble our students’ painted wood
squares art project into hanging art sculptures and sharpened hundreds of pencils. The Interns said of
their experience:
“Art means a creative process where you can express yourself.” “It is a tragedy kids are not exposed to
art.” “Art is something you put your soul in.” “Art allowed me to express my feelings better when I was
younger.”
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Lear Team Volunteer Days
October 5th and November 21st, 2016
Lear Corporation volunteers worked with our students to create personalized leather sketchbooks with leather donated by Lear and prepped
by Lear Interns in August. The volunteers sat side by side with our students and assisted them on the designs, cutting leather shapes, and
final gluing for the students to customize their sketchbooks. The students were so excited to create and take home their very own leather
sketchbooks.
Danielle Staycoff, one of the volunteers had this to say about her experience, “Volunteering for Art Road really showcases how important
art can be to a student. When I volunteered I saw direct impact on how using creative thinking and art can brighten your day. When
students have the opportunity to open their mind to new possibilities in the classroom it really can make a student’s day. I had so much
fund spending time with students during class and asking them questions like what their dream job was or who they were going to give
their prized piece of art to. My favorite responses to the question what is your dream job were “circus actor” and “doctor” because it
illustrates that young students can use art to dream big. I am so thankful that Lear Corporation gave me time to volunteer at Art Road so I
could be a part of helping students spark new dreams by bringing art back in classrooms.”
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The Volunteers of Art Road
Art Road is always privileged to have such great volunteers who donate their time in the art rooms and at our events; this
year we had over 200 volunteers from: Mercedes-Benz Financial Services, The Michigan Glass Project, Lear Corporation,
Wayne State University, My Locker, Edison Alumni, Kensington Woods High School, Juice Box Studio, and more.
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Art Road Donors
$75,000-$100,000 Diamond Partners
The Michigan Glass Project

$40,000-$50,000 Platinum Partners
Mercedes-Benz Financial Services

$25,000-$30,000 Gold Partners
Lear Corporation
$5,000-$15,000 Silver Partners
Bloom Foundation-Mr. & Mrs. Denton Seilhan
Maxine and Stuart Frankel Foundation
The Reid Family Foundation
$1,000-$4,999 Bronze Partners
Bellusci, Janet-Artner
Borowski, Jane & Victor
Brightwing, Golf Outing
College Hunks Hauling Junk & Moving-8th Annual Tiger’s Tailgate
Edison Elementary
Hoogendoorn, Deb & Dave-Artners
MRA experiential tours and equipment
The Brian & Connie Demkowicz Charitable Fund
The Michael T. Assarian Foundation
United Way of Rochester NY, Anonymous Donor
Wayne County Sheriff Youth and Senior Education Fund

$225-$500
Anderson, Cathi-Artner
Blank, Charlotte-Artner
Dearborn Jewelers
Greenhalgh, Noreen-Artner
Hochstein, Justin-Artner
Kananen, Todd-Artner
Kuderik, John-Artner
Nextep Systems
Ptasznik, John and Julie-Artner
Richsmeijer, Wendy
Selvaggio, Stephanie
$25-$224
Alpha Zeta Omega Pharmaceutical Fraternity
Ansatz Capital LLC gift match
Bandoni-Menhart, Joanne
Carly, Wilhelm
Christie, Elizabeth-Artner
Gigg, Bridget
Hedge, Tina-Artner
Loewenstein, Dana & Rick
Lorenzetti, Cesare
Network for Good
O’Kray, Glenn & Jane
Richards, Casey
Smith, Patricia
Troy, Allison
In-Kind Donations
Alliance for The Great Lakes
FedEx
Foss Manufacturing Company
Fox 2 News
Janel, Mitchell, Nathan Rice
Juice Box Studio
Lear Corporation
M-1 STUDIOS
Mercedes-Benz Financial Services
MRA, Mobility Resource Associates
The Denver Zoo
The Detroit Zoo
The Michigan Glass Project
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